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1. INTRODUCTION

The Proton Engineering Frontier Project (PEFP) has
been developing a 100-MeV proton linac, which is mainly
composed of a 50-keV proton injector, a 3-MeV radio-
frequency quadrupole (RFQ) and a 100-MeV drift tube linac
(DTL). For the future extension of the linac, a supercon-
ducting accelerating structure is under consideration due
to its operational flexibility and/or low beam loss, as well
as its high accelerating performance and relatively short
linac length [1, 2]. The final energy of the extended linac
is 1 GeV. The basic parameters of the PEFP Supercon-
ducting Radio Frequency (SRF) linac are summarized in
Table 1. 

For the R&D activities on the SRF linac, we have
performed several design works on the overall linac
architecture and the accelerating cavity. The cavity type
of the baseline design of the SRF linac for the PEFP
future extension is chosen to be an elliptical cavity with
consideration of a successful operation of SNS at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory with two types of reduced
beta elliptical cavities. Through the overall linac architecture
design, we optimized several parameters such as the
geometrical beta of the cavity, the number of cells per
cavities, the number of cavities per cryomodule and the
lattice structure. 

In addition, prototyping of a reduced beta cavity was
carried out to address issues such as design concept, fab-
rication procedure, and mechanical/RF performances [3].
For the prototyping, we designed, fabricated, and tested a
five-cell cavity with a geometrical beta of 0.42. The vertical
test was performed at 4.2 K. Before the cryogenic test, the
cavity surface was treated with BCP (buffered chemical
polishing) and HPR (high pressure rinsing).

A study on the superconducting RF linac is underway in order to increase the beam energy up to 1 GeV by extending the
Proton Engineering Frontier Project (PEFP) 100-MeV linac. The operating frequency of the PEFP superconducting linac
(SCL) is 700 MHz, which is determined by the fact that the frequency of the existing normal conducting linac is 350 MHz. A
preliminary study on the beam dynamics showed that two types of cavities with geometrical betas of 0.50 and 0.74 could
cover the entire energy range from 100 MeV to 1 GeV. An inductive output tube (IOT) based RF system is under
consideration as a high-power RF source for the SCL due to its low operating voltage and high efficiency. As a prototyping
activity for a reduced beta cavity, a five-cell cavity with a geometrical beta of 0.42 was designed and fabricated. A vertical test
of the prototype cavity at low temperatures was performed to check the performance of the cavity. The design study and the
prototyping activity for the PEFP SCL will be presented in this paper. 
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Parameter

Input / Output proton energy

Peak beam current

Beam duty factor

Beam power

Frequency

RF source

Cavity type

Number of cavity group

Beam focusing

Value

100 MeV / 1000 MeV

20 mA (extendable to 40 mA)

5% (extendable to 10 %)

1 MW (extendable to 4 MW)

700 MHz

IOT with 150-kW peak power

Elliptical

2 (βg = 0.50 and βg = 0.74)

Superconducting solenoid

Table 1. Basic Parameters of the PEFP SCL



2. SUPERCONDUCTING LINAC ARCHITECTURE

Schematic layouts of the medium-beta and the high-
beta cryomodules are shown in Fig. 1. A preliminary study
on the beam dynamics showed that two cavity groups (βg

= 0.50 and βg = 0.74) can provide the required beam
acceleration from 100 MeV to 1 GeV. The cavity geomet-
rical beta is defined by the cell length of βg λ/2, where λ
is the RF free-space wavelength. The transition energy
between the medium-beta section and the high-beta section
is 262 MeV. The numbers of cryomodules in the medium-
and the high-beta sections are 9 and 21, respectively.

The transit time factor of a multi-cell cavity depends
on the particle velocity as well as the number of cells per
cavity, as shown in Fig. 2 [4]. We chose a constant gradient
system for the linac rather than a constant energy gain
system so that the variation of the peak electric field among
the cavities would stay within a reasonable range. If each
cavity is forced to have the same energy gain, the cavity
with a smaller transit time factor should run at a higher
accelerating gradient and a higher peak surface field. 

The number of cells per cavity is chosen to be six in
consideration of the required RF power per cavity and
energy acceptance. With these design choices (βg = 0.50
and βg = 0.74, 6-cell per cavity), the RF power per cavity
remained below 150 kW for the medium-beta section and
300 kW for the high-beta section, as shown in Fig. 3.

An Inductive Output Tube (IOT) as a high-power RF
source has a few merits such as its smaller physical size
and lower operating voltage compared with a klystron [5].
The RF architecture design has been carried out using IOTs
with a 150-kW peak power at 700 MHz on a RF duty of
10%. One IOT per cavity is enough for the medium-beta
section, and two IOTs per cavity are required for the high-
beta section. We included a 20% RF margin for RF control
and the transmission line loss. For economic reasons, a
distribution of the high power RF system is designed
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Fig. 2. Transit Time Factor Calculation Results.

Fig. 1. Schematic Layout of a Medium-beta and a High-beta
Cryomodules.
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with one power supply per several IOTs. If the DC voltage
of the modulator is 50 kV and the maximum power is 10
MW, a total of 5 sets of modulator power supplies are
required to run 188 IOTs.

Beam focusing will be provided by using supercon-
ducting solenoid magnets installed between every two
cavities, which means a single cryomodule of the medium-
beta section will host 4 cavities and 2 solenoid magnets.
The required magnetic field is about 4 T, with an effective
length of 500 mm. The SRF cavity performance is greatly
degraded if it is exposed to magnetic field, so the cavity
should remain in a magnetic-field-free region by shielding
the cavity from the stray magnetic field of the solenoid.
The tunnel layout for the SRF linac is designed in consid-
eration of the existing tunnel of a 100-MeV normal-
conducting accelerator, as shown in Fig. 4. 

The beam optics were studied using the TRACE3D
code. The twiss parameters of the matched input beam at
100 MeV were obtained just before the first cryomodule.

The last solenoid of the medium-beta part and the first
solenoid of the high-beta part were used to match the
beam in the transverse directions at the transition. Their
magnetic fields are 4.22 T and 5.21 T, respectively. The
TRACE3D result is given in Fig. 5. Table 2 summarizes
the design parameters of the SRF linac.

Fig. 5. Trace3D Calculation of Beam Transport through the Matching Transition.

Fig. 3. Calculated RF Power Per Cavity.

Fig. 4. Tunnel Structure Layout.

Parameter

Geometrical beta

Energy range [MeV]

Number of cells per cavity

Number of cavities per cryomodule

Number of cryomodules

E0 [MV/m]

Transit time factor range

Section length [m]

Medium beta

0.50

100 ~ 262

6

4

9

13.6

0.330 ~ 0.701

60.2

High beta

0.74

262 ~ 1013

6

4

21

17.3

0.313 ~ 0.723

154.9

Table 2. PEFP Superconducting Linac Design Parameters



3. CAVITY DESIGN

Design criteria are summarized in Table 3. These
criteria are not absolute but serve as guidelines for the
preliminary design of the cavities [6]. The achievable
peak surface electric fields are assumed to be 30 MV/m
and 35 MV/m for the medium-beta cavity and the high-
beta cavity, respectively. From fabrication considerations,
the minimum radius of the cavity geometry should be
larger than twice the wall thickness. For proper BCP and
HPR, the cavity wall should have slope greater than 5.5
degrees. 

The elliptical cavity shape can be defined by using
several geometrical parameters, as shown in Fig. 6. To

meet the design requirements, several iterations varying
the geometry of the cavity were performed [7, 8]. The
equator ellipse ratio has negligible effect on the RF
properties of the cavity unless it is large enough to cause
problems with mechanical stability. Therefore, it is set to
be around 1 and was determined to be 1.2 in this design
to make it easy to tune the end-cell. The dependencies of
cavity parameters such as the peak field ratio, inter-cell
coupling and r/Q on the iris radius are shown in Fig. 7.
The smaller iris radius is preferred as long as the inter-
cell coupling is acceptable. Figure 8 shows the variations
of the cavity parameters due to wall angle changes. A large
wall angle makes the surface treatment more convenient
and the surface electric field lower. However, the peak
surface magnetic field increases and the inter-cell coupling
decreases as the wall angle increases. The distance of the
cavity wall from the iris plane determines the electric and
the magnetic peak fields on the cavity wall; it strongly
affects the r/Q and shows some optimum behavior, as
shown in Fig. 9. With the geometrical parameters chosen
through the above considerations, the iris ellipse ratio that
gives the lowest surface electric field can be determined,
as shown in Fig. 10. The designed cavity geometries for
the medium- beta and the high-beta cavities are shown in
Fig. 11, and the calculated cavity parameters are
summarized in Table 4.
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Parameter

Peak surface electric field

Peak surface magnetic field

Fabrication consideration

BCP and HPR considerations

Mechanical resonance

Lorentz force detuning

Tuning sensitivity

Vacuum loading

Allowable range

< 30 MV/m

Bpeak/Epeak ~ 1.71 mT/(MV/m)

Minimum radius > 2*wall thickness

Wall angle > 5.5 degrees

Minimum eigenfrequency > 60 Hz

< 3.0 Hz/(MV/m)2

< 20 N/kHz

Von Mises stress < 30 MPa

Table 3. Cavity Design Considerations and Allowable Values

Fig. 6. Elliptical Cavity Design Parameters (L: Cell Length, Ri:
Cell Iris Radius, α: wall Angle Inclination, d: Distance of the

Cavity wall from the Iris Plane, D: Cell Diameter).
Fig. 7. The Dependency of the Peak Field Ratio, Inter-cell

Coupling and r/Q on the Iris Radius.
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Fig. 9. The Dependency of the Peak Field Ratio, Inter-cell
Coupling and r/Q on the wall Distance.

Fig. 8. The Dependency of the Peak Field Ratio, Inter-cell
Coupling and r/Q on the wall Angle.

Fig. 11. Designed Cavity through Geometrical Parameter Sweeps.

Fig. 10. The Dependency of the Peak Field Ratio, Inter-cell
Coupling and r/Q on the Iris Ellipse Ratio.
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4. MULTICELL CAVITY PROTOTYPING

Prototyping for the reduced-beta cavity was performed
in order to confirm the design concept and fabrication
procedure, as well as to check the RF and mechanical
properties of the reduced-beta cavity. For these purposes,
an elliptical niobium cavity with a geometrical beta of 0.42
was designed, fabricated and tested at cryogenic temper-
atures. Details on the prototype cavity design and fabrication,
as well as the initial test results, can be found in Ref. 9.

A follow-up experiment on the prototype cavity was
carried out with increased forward RF power compared
with the previous test reported in Ref. 9. To increase the
RF power, we developed the RF power combiner based
on the geometry of 1-5/8 inch rigid coaxial line with split
inner conductor as shown in Fig 12. The fabricated RF
combiner was tested at low, as well as high, power. Figure 13
shows the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the output
port of the RF combiner. The measured S11 parameter is
better than -35 dB, which shows good impedance matching.
The VSWR is lower than 1.02 at the design frequency of
700 MHz and better than 1.05 within a ±20-MHz range.
The amplitude balance between two input ports was mea-
sured to be better than 0.06 dB and the phase difference
was less than 0.3 degrees.

In this follow-up test, the radiation shielding was aug-
mented because the RF pulse length and the RF power
level were increased compared with the previous test. The
cryostat was inserted into a concrete pipe with a thickness
of 95 mm. In addition, lead plates with 20-mm thicknesses
and concrete blocks with 400-mm widths were installed
outside the concrete pipe. The control room was located
behind the concrete blocks. The overall experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 14. 

RF power was applied in the pulse mode (250-ms pulse
width and 2-Hz repetition rate; duty factor: 50%). From
the pulse-mode measurement, we obtained the unloaded
Q as a function of Eacc, as shown in Fig. 15. At a low power
level, the measured Q was about 2.9E+8. The BCS resis-

Parameter

Iris radius [mm]

Wall angle [deg.]

Equator ellipse ratio

Iris ellipse ratio

Wall distance [mm]

Epeak/Eacc

Bpeak/Eacc [mT/(MV/m)]

Inter-cell coupling [%]

Medium beta

42

6.0

1.2

1.3

8.0

3.32

5.71

1.35

High beta

48

8.0

1.0

1.6

10.0

2.50

4.47

1.28

Table 4. Designed PEFP Superconducting Linac Cavity Parameters

Fig. 12. RF Power Combiner Based on the Split Coaxial Line.

Fig. 13. Simulated and Measured VSWR Results at the RF
Power Combiner Input.

Fig. 14. Overall Experimental Setup for the Vertical test of the
Prototype Cavity.



tance at 700 MHz and 4.2 K was about 155 nΩ, and the
magnetic resistance was about 126 nΩ at the earth’s
magnetic field level of 500 mG [10]. If we assume that
the additional residual resistance, other than the magnetic
resistance, was about 50 nΩ, the total surface resistance
was about 330 nΩ, which resulted in an unloaded Q of
about 3.8E+8. From the measured Q, the surface resistance
was estimated to be about 425 nΩ at 4.2 K. 

Above an accelerating gradient of 2.7 MV/m (~10 MV/m
peak field), the Q value starts to decrease with noticeable
increases in radiation level. This decrease may be due to
field emission. The maximum accelerating gradient was
4.2 MV/m at a RF power of 330 W, which was limited by
the available RF power. During the test, we could observe
a conditioning effect by noticing an increase in the Eacc and
the Q value at the same RF input power level. For example,
the initial accelerating field with 300-W RF power was
about 3.7 MV/m, but after one hour of conditioning, the
accelerating field was increased to 3.9 MV/m at the same
RF power level. The accelerating gradient reached 4.0 MV/m
after an additional one hour of conditioning. However,
the conditioning is not thought to be sufficient due to the
limited test time and RF power. 

5. CONCLUSION

R&D efforts on the SRF linac have tried to increase
the beam energy up to 1 GeV by extending the PEFP
100-MeV linac. A preliminary study on the beam dynamics
showed that two types of cavities with geometrical betas
of 0.50 and 0.74 could cover the entire energy range from
100 MeV to 1 GeV. An IOT-based RF system is under
consideration for the high-power RF source for the SCL
due to its low operating voltage and high efficiency.
Through a geometrical parameter sweep, two types of
six-cell elliptical cavities are designed. As a prototyping

activity for a reduced beta cavity, a five-cell cavity with a
geometrical beta of 0.42 was designed and fabricated. A
vertical test of the prototype cavity at cryogenic temperatures
was performed to check the performance of the cavity.
At a low power level, the measured Q was about 2.9E+8,
and the maximum accelerating gradient achieved was 4.2
MV/m at a RF power of 330 W, which was limited by
the available RF power. 

A detailed analysis, including multipacting issues,
Lorentz force detuning, and mechanical vibration, of the
designed cavity will be conducted. A design study of the
cryomodule, including the high-power input coupler, is
going on to refine the conceptual design of the supercon-
ducting linac for the future PEFP extension.
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